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F R n N c r s E. W. H A R P E R ' S H O R T s r o n r " T H E T w o O F F E R S "(1819) A N D
novel Sowiirgnird Renpi11g:A T~iipernrrceStor)~(1876-77)
are works written by a
black woman, serialized in black journals for black readers, yet they avoid any
mention of race. In Harper's novels Mi~~iiieSSncrifice
(1869), Trial a i d Eiuiilplr
(1888-89) (both serialized in the African Methodist Episcopal Church journal
Christinn Recorder), and lola Leroy (1892), African American characters figure
predomina~itly.Yet characters in "The Two Offers" and So~t~ir~gonrrri
Renpiirgare
not marked as either black or white. In an era when African American writers
pledged their talents to the abolition cause and other aspects ofblack uplift, the
deracialized discourse of "The Two Offers" and Sowirlg arld Ileopiiigstands in
curioils contrast to its contemporaries. This renunciati011 of racial difference
about
questions the role of race in reading the novel and critical assur~~ptions
color that we as readers bring to the text. Most significant to this essay, Har; er's
deracialized discourse facilitates the reform ambitions ofantialcohol literature.
Given the notable lack of blackness or whiteness in "The TIVOOffers" and
So\rjirlg arrd Renpiilg, race seems to be unimportant. The vast majority of
antebellum or Reconstruction novels, written by white authors, presume characters' whiteness.' Readers open the works of Thoreau, Alcott, Poe,
Hawthorne, Howells, James, and others, conf dent that the heroes and heroines are white, unless of course the novel treats the tragic lnulatta stereotype.
These novels seem "raceless" since the assumption of whiteness is so pervasive
h a t race is never acknowledged. Black novelists, however, do 11ot assulne this
default whiteness; instead, they generally create characters recognizecl as black.
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The novels of such writers as William Wells Brown, Harriet Jacobs, Harriet
Wilson, and Pauline Hopkins are peopled with black protagonists, and the
subject of race is a central narrative concern. Harper's deracialized discourse
thus challenges our critical readerly assumptions of race-that characters are
white unless otherwise indicated. By including in her other novels racial markers to signal whiteness or blackness, Harper creates interpretive dilemmas of
embodiment when she portrays characters as racially indeterminate.
As late-twentieth-century readers consumed with issues of race, we note this
ambiguous suspended discourse. This apparent game of fill-in-the-gap, when
combined with an American racism that presumes respectable middle-class
characters to be white, makes us hesitate to read the novel as black. In her work
o n racial discourse and the law, Patricia J. Williams investigates "how the blind
application of principles of neutrality, through the device of omission . . .
make[s] the reader participate in old habits of cultural bias."2 In other words,
the equalizing ambition of race neutrality undermines its democratic potential
by reinforcing the reader's bias of assuming a baseline whiteness. Willianis
further interprets race neutrality as a "suppression, an institutionalization of
psychic taboos." Following Williams's terms, Harper's deracialized discourse
could be said to suppress difference, thus veiling the presence of black identity
in American literature and creating what Williams calls an "invisible black, a
phantom black."'
Emma Dunham Kelley also wrote a novel with racially unmarked characters who at first glance seem white-the narrative describes the female characters' light hair and fair skin. Megda (1891) was published in Boston with a
frontispiece photo of the author, clearly an African American woman, but the
characters could easily be Caucasian. Megda stands apart from two other
works by black women published a year later-Harper's Iola Leroy and Anna
Julia Cooper's A Voice from the South-because Megda is not a novel of social
protest. These other two works advocate racial equality and uplift, but Kelley's
novel barely mentions race. Although Megda and her circle could be white, the
novel simultaneously tempts the reader to interpret the characters as black:
Megda's brother has dark skin, and the novel's locale is modeled o n the black
bourgeoisie town of Oak Bluffs, Massachusetts."
This tension between Harper's career, which was devoted to black distinction, and the racelessness of "The Two Offers" and Sowir~garid Reapiilg questions the relationship between writer and reader. If author-audience ties abide
by affiliations of race, then color nlay determine who reads and niisreads the
texts. Possibly Harper modulated her stories to suit her audience. For example,
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in her best-known novel, lola Lcroy, Harper targets a wider audience of both
races. In her "Note" to that novel she writes that her express goal is to inspire
blacks and to "awaken" in whites "a stronger sense of justice and a more
Christlike humanity towards blacks.""imed
at blacks who had yet to see
positive literary role models and at whites who enjoyed sentimental novels,"
lola Leroy illustrates Deborah McDowell's distinctions between public and
private readership because the novel addresses concerns both inside and outside the black community. To garner support from her white women readers,
Harper wrote in a way that stylistically and aesthetically appealed to white
"social and literary expectations.'"
Perhaps Harper's readers understood the elision of blackness in '"The Two
Offers" and Solvir~garrd Reaping differently and recognized that she was not
silencing or slighting her heritage. While Harper a i n ~ c dIola Lercy at a mixedrace audience, she wrote "The Two Offers" and her three other novels specifically for black readers. These three novels, Mirliiie's Sacrifice (1869), Sotviirgnrld
Reapii~g:A Terilpernilce Story (1876-77), and Trial nrid Triirli1pll (1888-89) were
all serialized in the African Methodist Episcopal Church's journal, the Christiail Re~orcler.~
Publication of these novels in the Afro-Protestant press evidences a substantial African American reading population: 86 percent ofblack
Bostonians were literate in 1850, and 92 percent by 1860.~"The ' h o Offers,"
considered the first short story published by an African American, likewise
appeared in a journal that appealed specifically to black Americans, the Ar~gloAfiicnrl. The Allglo-Africnn instructed arid inspired black readers, and committed itself to printing "the products of the pens of colored nicn and
wo~nen."'~
Since the type of publication influences certain assumptions readers call
make, rcadcrs of tlie Afro-Protestant press probably did not find tlie deracialized discourse curious, but instead assunled Harper's characters to be
black. By giving the rhetorical figuration of racial ambiguity tlie interpretive
niearli~igof "black," readers would have found the nor~nalizingof blackness to
be empowering and the departure from the "black-as-victim-of-racism-anddiscrimination"" characterization to be confirming. Assuming a default black
identity also releases tlie writer from the burden of race: Harper was free not to
focus o n contentious issues of race but could instead center her attention o n
tlie institution of marriage and on her moral reform project of t e m p e r a n ~ e . ' ~
The racial uncertainty of "The livo Offers," Sowirig nrld Reapirig, and Megda
could offer an additional liberating possibility sincc they "speak about and to
African Americans thernselves,"13 and "reflect some of the a~nbivalencethat an
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Laura to refuse both on the grounds that it is better to remain an old ~naidthan
to marry a man simply because he makes a good offer. Laura heedlessly marries a drunkard whose lack of affection drives her to an early grave. Janette
prevails into old age as a single woman. Heavily didactic, the plot of Sowing
and Renpirig is similar to contemporaneous temperance novels: characters
must decide between temptation and sobriety, and those who distance themselves from alcohol and take the temperance pledge are rewarded. The novel
focuses on two cousins, Belle Gordon and Jeanette Roland, who live in an
unnamed northern city. Belle is courted by the wealthy Charles Romaine, but
refuses him because she disdains his drinking habit. Instead, she marries the
poorer, but temperate, Paul Clifford and lives happily ever after with him,
working together for the temperance cause. Jeanette marries Charles Romaine,
who leads her into a life of misery through his inebriation. He finally passes
out and dies in the street.
As temperance texts concerned with domesticity, "The Two Offers" and
Sowing and Reaping aim to elevate the moral and ethical precepts of readers
by instructing women on the importance of marrying a temperate man, by
positively influencing husbands and children, and by encouraging drunkards
to sign the temperance pledge. The story's and novel's unflagging moralizing is
common to Harper's other works concerned with racial uplift, but the deracialized discourse of "The Two Offers" and Sowing and Reaping stands in
contrast to lola Leroy, which is critical of white temperance workers who
solicit the black vote, and which portrays grog shops as a trick by whites to
keep blacks poor and ignorant. These themes echo Harper's work as the head
of the colored division of the Women's Christian Temperance Union. Other
northern black leaders also championed the temperance cause as a key to
social improvement and a means of channeling blacks' energy and money in
more productive direction^.^^
"The Two Offers" and Sowing arld Reaping diverge from most whiteauthored temperance novels in that they do not resort to the dark-temperance
mode that marks the writings of moral fictionists who gleefully detail the
horrific depravity of drunkenness. Although the temperance genre began in
the 1820s with didactic tracts, it became more and more sensational and subversive, with readers eager to read about the degeneracy and wickedness they
supposedly protested. There are two scenes that teeter on the sensational in
Sowing and Reaping: in one, a poor woman whom Belle aids recounts how her
husband, desperate for money to buy alcohol, threatens her with scissors and
cuts off her hair to sell. But this scene is reported to the readers by the woman;
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we do not experience the terror as it happens. In the second scene, at the end of
the novel, we see Charles Romaine, despairing for a drink, running wildly to
saloons and quivering with excitement and anguish as he slakes his thirst, only
to slip on the ice and die in the cold street. Yet this scene is brief and is notable
rnore for the psychological insight into Charles's pathetic state than for any
illicit thrill it might evoke in the reader. Far from titillating, Harper's style in
Sorving nrrd Renpirig remains didactic and dedicated to her cause of social and
political uplift.
Politically, Harper was marginalized by white women's temperance and
suffrage organizations. For seven years she served as chair of the "Colored
Chapter" of the Philadelphia and Pennsylvania Women's Christian Temperance Union.23 Harper disagreed with Elizabeth Cady Stanton and Susan B.
A~~thony,
who opposed giving black women the vote.*"n So~virigaridRenping,
Harper urges women to campaign for their voting rights in order to further the
temperance cause. When one woman character asserts that she has as many
rights as she wants, that she is content to let her father and brothers vote for
her, and that she fears the drunken crowd of nien at the polling booth, the
character Mrs. Gladstone retorts that women, taxed without representation,
need power. And, most important to the novel, with suffrage rights women can
vote for prohibition or to close saloons. As Mrs. Gladstone says, Inen "refilse to
let us vote and yet fail to protect our homes from the ravages of rum."25 The
power of women's temperance crusades is evident in saloon owner John Anderson's lament that "this crusading has made quite a hole in 111ybusinc:*-s,"and
that it has "affected the revenue of the state" (167). Again, the deracialized
discourse makes it wholly plausible that Harper is advocating the vote for black
women.
Just as she hoped to change society's acceptance of drinking, Harper hoped
to change radically society's perceptions of black women by replacing images
of them as passive and sexually exploited with images of strong and intelligent
figures. To counteract the negative descriptions of blacks in Thomas Nelson
Page's novels and in Joel Chandler Harris's Uncle Relnus stories, black novelists
often accorded their mulatta characters such attributes as virtue, intelligence,
and idealized white bea~ty.~"ecause of the long history of debased images of
black women, Deborah McDowell argues that "black women novelists have
assumed throughout their tradition a revisionist mission aimed at substituting
reality for ~tereotype."~~
But often writers trying to break the mold of negatively stereotyped black characters have been criticized for creating new stereotypes that present equally flat, overly idealized cl~aracters.~~
For example, Har-
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per was faulted for her assimilationist views, for portraying the black middle
class as mulattos, and for creating light-skinned black characters in order to
appeal to white readers.
The character of the light-skinned mulatta appealed both to white audiences
who saw her as a fallen white woman, and to black readers who could identify
with the prejudice leveled against her. The mulatta is a "narrative device of
mediation" who explores and expresses the relationships between the races, as
well as a figure that acts, in Hazel Carby's words, "as a literary displacement of
the actual increasing separation of the races."29 Harper uses light-skinned
blacks and racially unmarked characters to appeal to black and white readers
as well as to urge black betterment by depicting African Americans leading
middle-class lives indistinguishable from those of whites. The deracialized
discourse of "The Two Offers" and Sowing alzd Reapitlg participates in this
project by depicting to a black readership racially indeterminate characters
engaged in social and moral elevation. Because of the novel's authorship and
appearance in the Afro-Protestant press, we do not readily assume a default
whiteness; therefore the intelligent, prosperous, honorable characters defy easy
stereotyping.
Harper's romantic marriage plots further politicize her novels even as they
appeal to her readers' warm sentiments. Harper's mix of politics and roinance
supports Jane Tompkins's argument about the inherently political nature of
sentimental novels. Tompkins charges that the sentimental novel is "co~nplex
and significant in ways otlzer tlzan those that characterize the established masterpieces" and that it is "a political enterprise, halfway between sermon and
social theory, that both codifies and attempts to mold the values of its tin~e."""
Because nineteenth-century black women's texts focused on marriage, they
were less valued than black men's, and were thus disparagingly deemed "sentimental." Men's texts, such as Frederick Douglass's Narrative and Richard
Wright's Black Boy, were perceived as focusing on more "important" subjects
such as the escape to freedom, and were thus more highly regarded." Although a marriage plot may stand as the antithesis to a freedom plot so cherished by male writers, the civil right to marry, denied to slaves, was as important to newly emancipated slaves as was the right to vote. To participate fully in
American culture and society, blacks insisted on the right to vote (although for
men only) and the right to marry, which constituted "twin indexes for measuring how black people collectively viewed their civil l i b e r t i e ~ . " ~ ~
The vehicle of the temperance novel permitted Harper to attack the injustice
of women's dependence on an intemperate husband. The saloon pulled men

away from their families to establish a male domain that excluded women and
children,'3 In the eighteenth century, drinking was a community event used to
mark celebrations and to repay for help with occasions such as the harvest and
house rai~ing.3~
In the nineteenth century, drink became masculinized as it
moved from the home to the tavern.3Temperance literature therefore allowed
women writers to foray into the male world to criticize it.
With this in mind, the marriage and temperance plots of "'Tile livo Offers"
and Sorvirrg nrirl Renpirig are mutually constitutive: both value women's autonomy to choose a temperate husband because being beholden to a drunkard
replicates the condition of bondage to a cruel master. Since nineteenth-century
women were dependent on men, many temperance stories, including "The
Two Offers" and Sowiiiga?~dRenpillg,
contrast the devastation and loneliness of
the drunkard's family with the happiness and security of the temperate man's
farnily.36 Some young women members of the WCTU even pledged to marry
only abstainers: "Lips that have touched liquor shall never touch mine.""

The deracialized discourse of "The Two Offers" and Sowiitg and Ileoyilrg is
intricately connected to the temperance concerns of these works, and serves to
make radical claims for the position of the black American in the nineteenthcentury literary itnagination. In "'L'he ' h o Offers," the unmarried Janette finds
satisfaction in life, achieves a degree of success in her writing, and devotes
herself to abolition. Through these worthy accomplishments, Janette learns
"one of life's most precious lessons, that true happiness consists not so much in
the fruition of our wishes as in the regulation of desires and the full development and right culture of our whole natures."JRThis temperance thenie ramifies to other aspects of life to conclude the story with an image of an old
iulmarried woinarl content with her life. Were this woman black, "The Two
Offers" powerfully suggests that black women d o not need to rely on marriage
for happiness, and that single black women, applying the principles of moderation espoused by the temperance movement, can cultivate meaningful lives.
A deracialized discourse combined with temperance themes places black
~ n e nin an exceptional position of strength in So~virrgoird Reaping. In most
nineteenth-century texts, the narrative figure of the father who wields patriarchal control is represented by a white Illan who denies such power to black
n ~ e n . ~ " ISo~virig
n
a l ~ dRenpirzg, Belle ministers to Mary Gough and her husband Joe, a drunken father weakened physically, financially, and spiritually by

alcohol. Yet Joe Gough wields narrative control because the a i m of the temperance text is to bring the drunkard to sobriety, thereby reinstating his authority.
T h r o u g h Belle's efforts, Joe takes the temperance pledge, secures a job, a n d
regains patriarchal control. As opposed t o slave narratives that portray black
m e n being beaten down, Sowing a n d Reaping's racially ambiguous discourse
presents to readers a society rallying to restore the respect a n d power o f a m a n
w h o can be interpreted as black. As a text authored by a black woman, Sowirlg
and Reapingalso suggests that black w o m e n view black m e n as peers, a n d that
wives benefit by helping their husbands to achieve sobriety.
I n m a n y ways, then, "The Two Offers" a n d Sowing a n d Reclpirrg are about
identity a n d alcohol consumption. T h e deracialized discourse presents a cipher for interpreting the racial identity o f Harper's characters. Through moral
suasion the short story a n d novel proffer a utopian vision, for alcoholism
equally affects blacks a n d whites a n d therefore levels the difference between the
races. I n a n 1891 issue of the A.M.E. Church Review, Harper asserted that as
"bad as was American slavery the slavery o f intemperance is worse. Slavery was
the enemy of o n e section, the oppressor o f o n e race, b u t intemperance is the
curse o f every land a n d the deadly foe of every kindred, tribe a n d race."1° In a n
essay o n the WCTU a n d black women, Harper wrote that after Emancipation,
"it was found that a n enemy, old a n d strong a n d deceptive, was warring against
the best interests o f society; not simply a n enemy to o n e race, b u t a n enemy t o
all races."41 Because the temperance movement recognizes a n d addresses the
downfalls a n d vulnerabilities of all alcoholics, the deracialized discourse of
temperance in the novel points t o a shared identity between black a n d white
a n d a c o m m o n goal of achieving middle-class respectability, thereby radically
suggesting communality between the races.
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